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(:16). We are coming up on the 5 year anniversary of teaching in a few weeks. It will be 

a good day. .. Book #1, 2, 3 in English are now again available on KF website, after 

being stolen by the Belgium's.  (:18). The publication is in our control. ... (in Farsi, and 

Chinese). .. Now we are releasing all the books in electronic and digital. This is a big 

achievement for the KF.  (:20). .. Those of you who took the book off the Internet, your 

soul will pay for it somewhere. I didn't want to release this for awhile because of the 

criminals who stole them (we paid for a half million copies in Belgium) in the state of 

Belgium. Now we have managed to print them outside, we have thousands of books 

printed and paid for. It was to discredit us but it goes back to the people who have no 

insight into the knowledge. .. The KF T as a whole will be brought in line as a space T 

through a conference in China in June of 2019.  (:22). The conference is a joint 

operation between the government and the KF China, with all the other scientists from 

other countries who will be there. This is a major breakthrough in all aspects of the T. ... 

This is not a public conference but by invitation of the Chinese government. ...  World 

ambassadors will be present. This is the opening of the space technology.  (:24). ..  

(:26).  

(:34).  .. We'll try to go live with the Conference ..  

(:38).  Rick shows the photo of Mr. Keshe first book released.  

(:42).    (:44).    ... it reduces the power by 30 to 40% and as you use it further the 

reduction increases to higher percentage. You can purchase Accra products directly 

online through the KF. If you are from other countries you have to certify the products, 

we ship to you if you want to test it. This has Ghana board certification. ..  (:46). Rick 

can you show it on KF store.  ... we are all seeing reduction. This is the first time w are 

using a cascade system. If you go back to the last couple of weeks of teaching we 

explained about the transformers where the government will receive the reduction, with 

this system what is recommended is to put one in the furthest point of electricity in the 

house, and one closest to the inlet (incoming power line form grid) in the house. You 

don't need to add anything else to it, you just plug something in to it that you always use 

like a refrigerator or whatever, that the cascading allows the power to gradually to be 

generated inside the house. You buy one unit and the second one becomes the 

transformer of the first one, and visa versa. You start seeing reduction in your power 

consumption where the Pl replaces it.  (:48). This is the beginning of the second stage 

Power Generators and then it will be added on in the coming time. These are ready to be 

shipped. ... If your in Ghana they'll be sold in some 200 fuel (gas) stations around 

Ghana. .. The oil companies who has certified it has tested it and it has been certified by 

one of the major oil companies in the world. We'll run this for a few months in Ghana 

and then through the oil company we'll move to other West African nations through the 

same organization. This is a great achievement for Africa and it has been tested in other 

parts of the world and we all see the reduction and the performance. .. (:50). .. Another 

breakthrough in our products is In China with our energy and decorative product. Ella 

would you like to share. These are all hand produced by our Chinese KF team. It's 

beautiful, when you hold them you feel the energy, when you place them can feel the 

essence of the energy in the environment where it is used. They don't need to be 

certified because they are all decorative things to be used. ... Ella shows ...  (:52). First 

product is 3 coils and spheres and it looks like a MaGrav unit and can be used for 

educational purposes in the schools when you would like to teach about the plasma 

devices. ... Another product is decorative cups one with CH3 and other CO2 Gans. ...  



(:54). Decorative Gans paste you can use it as display or table mat.   (:56). Coasters for 

drinks on furniture the picture is symbolic and will be decided on.  (:58). Plasmatic 

cubes with Gans inside. ... Plasma cylinder. ..  (1:00).  ... Plasma pyramid. ...  Plasma 

sphere. .. (1:02). Books are available, all 3 for 89 Euro. (1:04). There are first and 

second editions, the first is written in Mr. Keshe' style in broken English, there are a lot 

of mistakes in it, having the mistakes a lot of people enjoyed reading it because it 

brought a lot of knowledge. The second edition is the polished one with editors going 

through the book. There are 2 versions of the books, the first is the raw one, and the 

second is by the editors, some things they put in there where they couldn't understand 

what (I was saying) it is. Currently we have only the second (polished) edition in the 

paperback version, in the beginning. But on Amazon they'll publish all 7, 2012, 3 books 

are second edition, 2011, 3 books are first edition, and then Mr. Keshe started with a 

book in 2009, and this one is called collectors edition.  (1:06). We used to sign books, 

but this time there are no signed books. We know we have a German edition, first, 

second and third book. Spanish book number 1. ... These are books with ISBN numbers 

so they can't be published anywhere else. If you go on a website and buy a stolen one, 

that is your prerogative, that's what you see. We are backing with the full presentation 

with the books. Maybe very soon we'll write and release Book #4 and 5 which are fully 

written. Maybe we have to add a little bit to it. When I retire I'll finish the books. ... 

Would you like to show us other products in the shop.  Wellness section. For northern 

countries in winter and running heating devices we have humidifiers, we have the Gans 

ball humidifier.  (1:08). Gans water dispenser.  Mr. Keshe says, this has different herbs 

in it, Chinese herbs will be introduced in the next couple of weeks. ... We launched at 

the beginning of this year the cosmetic packs. .. (1:10).  Shampoo, soaps, Pain Pads, 

MaGrav Alkalizer for water, T-Shirts, eye masks, feet pads, knee pads, Pl liquid hand 

soap, neck pad, seat pad. (1:14).  ... These cosmetic packs can be mixed with the cubes 

from China so they can be made a set ...  (1:16). MaGrav Units and the cascading pair 

from Ghana 2 for 1000 Euros. and Sanitizer. We are encouraging people to do their own 

experiments with Gans at home so we are offering Experimental Kits, CO2 Gans, 

complete capture kits,  (1:18). Coils, field transferring kit (Orange and Cup), Plasma 

ball unit, Medical Field Units, and the portable units.  ...   (1:20). Dr. Klaus discusses 

new project in German speaking areas. Austrian KF is giving for free to people who 

open their houses for others in their neighborhood to come and sit in the fields to 

experience the plasma fields directly.  ...  (1:22).  

 

(1:28). 

 

(1:36).  (1:38).  

(1:40). We can go deeper in understanding the science and the knowledge. In the past 

couple of weeks we entered into a new era of teaching and understanding and in that 

process it has been important for us to go in more detail, in more depth of the work of 

our systems. The new space T requires the feeling of the fields, and the knowledge of 

understanding what that field means to me and how I react to it, it's very much like we 

have made senses like the vision, and smell, we don't see it but we can smell it. We have 

made senses of presence that somebody is near us, and for what we taste, but what 

mankind has forgotten is the feel of the field of the STM.  (1:42). This means in space 

where we exist and we are planning to travel into, and open the door as us as the human 

race. We have to open the essence of the feel of our soul. 17  (break)  What is important 

is now we come to the understanding of the feel of our soul, how in the space there is no 



physicality, in the space we don't ?? our vision, and to our strength cannot see.  (1:44). 

Our vision and our feeling is restricted with the matter states of the planet earth. 09 

 

(1:48). 

 

(1:52). 

 

(2:10). 

 

(2:20). 

 

(2:24). 

 

(2:28). 

 

(2:32).  ... Any questions.  Q: Will there be a blueprint for the Power unit (cascading) 

out of Ghana? No. I designed it when I was in Ghana and it stays as it is, there are 2 

different versions to it.  Q: 

(2:34). 

 

(2:40). 

(2:46). 

 

(2:54). 

 

(2:58). 

 

(3:04). KF education announcements.  

 

(3:08). 

(3:10). 

(3:12). 

Video 

END 

 


